. Results of our MVN approach applied to 100 probes in the brain eQTL dataset using the Pearson correlation coefficient as test statistics. We applied both the distribution re-shaping and small sample adjustment algorithms after estimating scaling factors separately for the Pearson correlation coefficient. Table S1 . Results of applying our MVN approach and the permutation test using Meta-Tissue software to five genes in the multi-region brain eQTL dataset. A rank-based inverse normal transformation is applied to gene expression in each brain region separately for four regions. Two meta-analysis methods are implemented in Meta-Tissue; 1) fixed-effect (FE) and 2) random-effect (RE). "Min FE" and "Min RE" in the second and sixth columns of the table correspond to the minimum FE and RE p-values among all SNPs in cis with each gene, respectively. We applied our MVN approach using both distribution re-shaping and small sample adjustment algorithms; we used the scaling factors estimated from a single brain region experiment assuming the Pearson correlation coefficient. We estimated a genotype correlation matrix using the idea of 
